
Leitz Ergo Adjustable Multi-Angle Laptop Stand
The Leitz Ergo Multi-Angle Laptop Riser raises the screen of your laptop
to the perfect ergonomic height to increase your viewing comfort and
help improve posture. Various height and angle combinations including
horizontal alignment with a small footprint for compact desks. Using a
laptop riser will also promote airflow, keeping the laptop battery and
other components cool to maintain high levels of performance. With it's
minimalist design and matt finish colour, this stylish laptop stand will
improve health and wellbeing by effortlessly creating the perfect active
working set-up. Combine with other Leitz Ergo products for an inviting
and flexible workspace that keeps you moving all day.
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Attributes

- Ergonomically designed laptop stand to
maximise comfort at your workspace, lifts your
laptop screen higher than a standard laptop
riser

- Always perfectly horizontally aligned thanks to
six safe pre-set height and angle combinations
(unlike most metal based solutions)

- Small foot print makes it an ideal laptop riser
for compact desks, use space underneath to
store utensils such as a keyboard when not in
use

- Integrated hook provides a secure and stable
grip, fold the hook for safe usage in horizontal
laptop position or when stored flat, rubber feet
prevent the stand from sliding on the desk

- Easily adjust the height to keep your laptop
screen in the perfect ergonomic viewing
position, safe height adjustment thanks to 2
levers

- Quickly & easily folds for storage when not in
use, no assembly needed

- Laptop riser stands keep the battery and other
components cool by promoting airflow

- Suitable for laptops and Macbook from 13" to
15"

- This product should be used with an external
keyboard and mouse (sold separately)

- The Leitz Ergo range combines style with
premium quality to create a healthy and active
work environment whilst sitting or standing

Specifications
Number 64240001

Colour white

Dimensions (W x H x D) 258 x 45 x 253 mm

Weight 745 g

Pallet quantity 360

EAN code 4002432132607
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